INTRODUCTION
We can see dramatic shifts as our planet becomes smarter. These shifts are changing the way the world works. Cities are becoming smarter by transforming traffic systems, water systems, security-every possible form of municipal infrastructure. Business process is evolving across every industry-banking, trading, manufacturing. And we're seeing changes in the way people live, enjoying advancements ranging from reduced congestion and pollution to new ways to communicate and collaborate. Every aspect of life is benefited from the instrumentation, interconnection and infusion of intelligence into the systems of the world [11] .
Nothing is changing more than information technology: the way it's accessed, the way it's applied, and the way it's architected [11] . Change is the name of the game -particularly in Information Technology, it starts with the ever-changing expectations of everyone in the chain: the providers of IT, the partakers and the consumers. To a large extent this is driven by evolving business landscape, stiffer competition and the threat of becoming too outdated. Customer demands for top value products and services are escalating -with which IT infrastructure and systems simply need to keep up. The opportunities for innovation have never been greater.
By thinking differently about computing, the leaders have addressed the IT conundrum-meeting exploding demand for service on a flat budget. This conundrum traps IT organizations in a vicious cycle in which a rigid infrastructure and lack of trusted data lead to reactive decision-making. Meanwhile, attempts to overcome these challenges through additional IT investments result in a more sprawling and costly infrastructure [8] . Leaders in this new era understand that the traditional approach of just adding more servers, storage, networking and other system components to meet increasing demand is no longer a sustainable model. This traditional approach ends in hardware sprawl, bloated software and labour costs, higher environmental costs, all contributing to higher total IT costs. This makes us to enter in a new era of computing known as Smarter Computing-the era of insight for discovery. Smarter Computing is taking a new approach to designing IT infrastructures to create new opportunities like creating new
Incomplete, Untrusted Data
Decisions are made on incomplete data, big ideas are seen as risky and small decisions aren't optimized..
Sprawling IT
Every IT investment leads to more sprawl, which drives up infrastructure and management costs.
Inflexible IT
Inflexibility of infrastructure limits integration across silos and responsiveness to customer demands. www.ijacsa.thesai.org business models, find new ways of delivering technology-based services, and generate new insights from IT to fuel innovation and dramatically improve the economics of IT. A smarter approach to computing makes it possible to meet increasing demand and to support innovation while managing to stay within nearly flat IT budgets. Optimized Systems for superior economics and Cloud to reinvent business processes and drive innovation. Any enterprise can enter this new era by architecting an IT infrastructure that is designed for data, tuned to the task and managed in the cloud. Thus Smarter Computing will improve the conundrum that is trapping us into a vicious cycle and making a virtuous environment for IT leaders [8] . II. PROBLEM FORMULATION Recently the research community has believed that Business Intelligence has become choice of midsize and large size companies that want to improve business processes, discover new opportunities, and edge out the competition. Business Intelligence gives you the information when you need it, in the format you need. By integrating data from across your enterprise and delivering self-service reporting and analysis, IT spends less time responding to requests and business users spend less time looking for information. Business Intelligence tries to improve the productivity of business analysts and preserve information consistency throughout an organization. Smarter Computing is a promising environment which provides computation and storage resources as services along with efficient method to reduce efforts. Smarter computing infrastructure and related mechanisms allows the stability, equilibrium, efficient resource use and sustainability of a Business Intelligence System [4] .
IT serves the strategy of the business, but keeping business objectives and IT operations in alignment is not always easy. We may have a clear business strategy mapped to detailed business processes that are ready to implement but still the execution stumbles. Why? One reason is that the information systems needed to execute the strategy are insufficient or poorly matched to the requirements. Smarter computing and service oriented architectures can mitigate the risk of such misalignments, assuming they are used in ways supportive of business strategy. Aligning business strategy and IT services is a several step process, at least at the most coarse level:
 Identifying key business objectives  Identifying IT services needed to support those objectives  Assessing the current state of IT services and identifying gaps between the existing set and the needed set of IT services.
 Developing a plan for reducing the gap between the existing and needed set of information services
Key business objectives may include controlling and reducing costs, enabling more rapid response to changing market conditions, improving governance of the organization, or improving the resiliency of IT operations to adverse events, such as hardware failures, loss of power, or natural disaster. Many of the services needed to support business objectives can be readily identified once the business objectives are known. Cost controls and cost reduction come with more efficient server utilization, more self-service in systems management, and reduced overhead associated with infrastructure services such as backups, high availability, and disaster recovery. The gap analysis process should take into account both technical and organizational considerations. For example, will existing hardware readily deploy in cloud architecture or will new hardware be required? Are service management practices mature enough to implement in self-service delivery systems? Is a billing or chargeback mechanism in place if a private cloud is under consideration? The first steps in creating a plan to move from the existing to the needed systems are to prioritize the gaps and identify dependencies in the process. The next step is creation of Dynamic Infrastructure. A Dynamic Infrastructure is required for delivery of smarter products and services. A dynamic infrastructure is one that is designed to enable today's instrumented and interconnected world, helping clients integrate new smarter components of their business with a flexible, secure and seamlessly managed IT infrastructure. Organizations supported by a dynamic infrastructure can deliver superior business and IT services with agility and speed, while addressing the day-to-day operational needs to improve service, reduce cost and manage risk. A first step towards enabling a dynamic infrastructure is to break down the traditional barriers that separate software development and IT operations. In most organizations today, a separation exists between software development and IT operations. The two groups use different tools, speak different languages, maintain proprietary data stores and expend few resources on integration with external entities.
Cloud
Remove barriers to rapid delivery of new services and realize IT without boundaries to reinvent business processes and drive innovation.
Big Data
Remove barriers to harnessing all available information and unlock insights to make informed choices.
Optimized Systems
Remove financial barriers by driving greater efficiency and performance for each workload. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
Generally, this separation is born out of the requirement to enable the two functions to specialize and focus on their individual goals. For development the goal is application creation, for IT operations, the goal is service assurance. Given this distinction, specialization within development and operations makes sense. As with many undertakings, specialization underpins organizational effectiveness, creating value by allowing teams to focus on a subset of well-defined objectives.
Specialization, however, only works up to the point where work flows are contained within organizational boundaries. When focus is put on the on the larger goal of end-to-end service delivery where workflows must be coupled across teams, this specialization of tools, skills, and processes can expose the business to unwarranted risk [1] .
III. ARCHITECTURAL STRATEGY
Current changes in IT and User expectations make architecting for a smarter strategic computing plan a necessity for businesses. Alignment with past technology initiative like Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and delivery processes like Agile is important. After all, many organizations are deep into their SOA and data centre consolidation &transformation programs so any low hanging fruit that they can obtain towards a smarter computing path needs to be exposed.
However, a strong architectural governance and management process is by no means the only criteria for a smarter computing plan. Not all organizations or businesses will face the same integration, architectural or evolutionary challenges. That is why there is a resurgence of Service Level Agreements (SLA) which provides business units with performance metrics that they can monitor as part of their justification for using internal rather than external services. Business managers may look at cloud services and find the lower costs, greater control, and potential for scaling business processes compelling reasons to use cloud services. These reasons are often not enough, though. It is not sufficient for a cloud to work well today. This is why we need SLAs. SLAs are standard in IT, and it is no surprise that they are used with cloud services. Rather than focus just on the availability of a specific application, cloud SLAs may be more general and apply to capacity commitments, network infrastructure, storage infrastructure, and availability and recovery management. These SLAs are closely coupled to the infrastructure of the cloud, but the primary concern is on the business commitments cloud providers make to their customers.
Over the years, Organizations have implemented numerous architectural strategies and business driven IT systems to create an integrated business oriented computing strategy. Business processes have been reengineered over and over again to meet each new technology model of architecture change. For different industries and organizations sizes there may be a broad range of concerns and issues to consider ranging from regulatory or statutory requirements, to technology maturity and management commitment and culture.
Ability to Integrate, Automate and apply secure design and delivery practices are amongst the necessary criteria for delivering a framework that is able to:
1. Respond and deliver value quickly and pragmatically. 2. Make use of existing investments and incorporates a broad range of appropriate facilities and resources. 3. Address and protect against key security concerns and requirements.
Making decisions on the above factors help in designing a smarter computing plan for Business valued IT. The IT estate for many businesses and organizational data centres has expanded to include a wide range of infrastructure platforms from mainframes to distributed servers. Advances in software infrastructure, application technology and the arrival of service based delivery models have resulted in businesses facing new architectural models and challenges: 
A Workload Optimizations
A large server farm is indistinguishable from a set of cloud servers when looking at the hardware. Servers, switches, routers, power supplies, and other components are the same.
The difference lies in how these resources are used. The servers in a typical corporate data centre prior to the advent of cloud computing were assigned to a particular department or application use. The configuration was relatively fixed and changed only when the server was upgraded, reassigned, or decommissioned. These servers were configured to do one type of operation. This makes for a reliable compute resource, but not an efficient one. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Servers with fixed configurations are less likely to have high-utilization rates. Unless there is a steady stream of jobs that fits the machine's configuration, there will be idle periods. Without proper infrastructure for rapidly deploying virtual machines, the cost of reconfiguring a server is so high that it is done only for significant long-term changes. In the cloud, the cost of switching virtual machines is low enough that idle servers can be reconfigured with different virtual machine images allowing other applications to run on the same physical server that had just been running other types of jobs. The figure shows that in the cloud, server utilization can be significantly higher when workloads are distributed and optimized over available servers [4] .
B. Virtualizations
Currently, Virtualization revolves around use of commodity server to better utilize resources. For general purpose computing such as email server, file or print server and many application server hardware utilization hardly goes above 10%. Using Virtualizations to get better utilization has reduced the physical estate substantially.
Virtualization is not just about servers. Network and storage virtualization are also used in many organizations as they look to improve throughput and get the most use out of the assets. Storage Virtualization is critical to the ability to support the huge volume of data available today. There are others benefits to the wider use of Virtualization such as backup, replication and the ability to clone mission critical servers on demand [7] .
Setting up a set of virtual machines on a single server is straightforward: install a hypervisor and create virtual machine instances based on OS(s) of choice. Scaling virtualization to a large number of servers requires management software that can manage multiple hypervisor clients from a single console. Storage services also need to be virtualized so that they appear to cloud consumers to be a single storage device. Virtual machine instances in the cloud, for example, should be able to address storage space on the cloud SAN(s) without having to manage implementation Details. Ideally, the same management console that is used to control servers in the cloud will support management and administration of storage resources. Computing and storage clouds hide many of the implementation details that go into Building and maintaining a large IT infrastructure. By standardizing services, streamlining service management, and virtualizing physical resources, cloud providers enable the technical resources needed by users to leverage cloud services. Those same users, however, also require attention to business considerations [4] .
IV. COST ANALYSIS
The current system in which Business Intelligence is implemented is not flexible enough to provide result at a low cost as well as there is no load management between multiple work flows. Smarter Computing aims at transforming the economics of IT while freeing teams to focus on new innovation. To ensure smarter services are deployed with business strategy, we should focus on workloads optimization and their corresponding performance metrics so as to decrease the total IT cost [3] .
A. Workload Analysis
Right now in business there are hundreds, thousands, or even more applications executing business processes. Some of these are transaction-processing systems that provide high-volume, rapid processing of orders, inquiries, reservations, or a broad array of other narrowly focused business activities. Other applications are performing batch operations, such as generating invoices, reviewing inventory levels, or performing data quality control checks on databases. Still others are extracting data from one application, transforming the data into a format suitable for analysis, and moving it into a data warehouse. There is a wide array of different types of applications that are needed to keep an enterprise functioning.
These different types of applications have different requirements and constraints that must be considered when moving them to the cloud. For example, they might need:
1. To start and finish executing within a particular time period.
2.
To wait for another job to complete before it can begin.
3.
To limit the functionality of some services, for example, write locking a file to perform a backup.
4.
To provision a significant number of servers for a short period of time for a compute intensive operation.
Every Business will have finite resources. As part of the planning process, we need to understand the true cost of delivering a set of workloads. Often, when people compare the cost of deployment options, they limit the comparison to the cost of hardware acquisition. This can be quite misleading. It is important to consider all of the key elements of cost. Even for a Total Cost of Acquisition (TCA) calculation alone, the different elements of cost include software acquisition costs, software S&S (support & subscription) costs, hardware maintenance costs etc., in addition to the base hardware acquisition costs. A Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) calculation typically is much broader and includes many other relevant elements of costsome being administration/labor costs, systems management software costs, power and cooling costs, facilities costs, refresh costs etc. Another important aspect to consider is the amount of work being done on the two systems. If two systems being compared have been sized upfront so as to guarantee the same amount of work is being done on both, a direct total cost www.ijacsa.thesai.org comparison is valid. In scenarios where we compare systems delivering different amounts of work, it is imperative that we reduce it to a cost per workload comparison to understand true value. The Total Utilization can be increased by minimizing under and Over Utilization. To do so, we can look at existing workloads and try to answer following questions:
1. How often jobs execute on dedicated servers.
2. The level of utilization of those servers.
Time constraints on when those jobs execute.
Answering these questions is not an easy task as problem of load balancing arises. For this we want to deploy sufficient cloud infrastructure to avoid periods when cloud consumers want to run more jobs than there is capacity for (over-utilization) at the same time we do not want extended periods of time when servers are idle (under-utilization). This brings us to the second aspect of business alignment: value metrics [4] .
B. Value Metrics
The last few years have seen a tremendous increase in server hardware capabilities, especially in the number of processor cores and hardware threads available per server. For example, IBM® POWER7® can support 4 simultaneous threads per core and can scale to 256 cores, making available a massive 1024 hardware threads in a single frame for meeting the ever increasing demand for processing. However, having this kind of hardware capability is not as useful if the software running on that machine cannot exploit those hardware capabilities. The IBM Software suite of products is designed to take better advantage of available hardware computing capabilities. Together with IBM hardware and their differentiated features, IBM Software exploits the higher number of cores and threads, increasing application utilization efficiency, and delivers better price/performance for many workloads.
The figure 6 shows that that the IBM solution is able to deliver an online banking workload at a much lower cost per workload than a competitive option. Thus adding optimization systems with specialized, purpose-built appliances such IBM WebSphere DataPower® for SOA, Netezza for data warehousing, and Cloudburst™ for simplified cloud administration for running specific types of workloads provide focused capabilities with very quick return on investment. These appliances are generally comprised of a base operating system, the necessary middleware, and the application in question into a single stack, pre-configured to work out-ofthe-box. They typically require lesser skills and labor to configure and operate. Install time is often mentioned in hours instead of days or weeks. Focused delivery capabilities make appliances ideal for certain workload types. Integrating hardware and software to create optimized systems, lowers cost per workload dramatically [5] .
C. Advanced Data Capabilities
We are seeing an explosion in data -the volume of information being generated has increased exponentially in the last few years. This data needs to be stored, managed and used efficiently. Storage systems need to be able to handle this growth. Software for managing data needs to leverage hardware capabilities. Business analytics and deriving intelligence from information is becoming an increasingly important factor that decides how competitive a company will be.
IBM software, servers and storage systems are meeting this challenge. IBM offers a broad portfolio of storage systems, ranging from small to mid-range to enterprise class. There are numerous innovations in this space. For example, IBM's Easy Tier® capability can automatically allocate optimum amounts of Solid State Drives (SSD), thus maximizing SSD performance gains while minimizing costs. Another example of innovation in this space is the IBM Smart Analytics Optimizer-a purposebuilt appliance for optimizing business analytics on zEnterprise.
Real world Business Analytics workloads need to support concurrent performance. A typical Business Analytics solution will need to support multiple users executing a wide variety of queries and reports concurrently. IBM offers packaged solutions like the IBM Smart Analytics System (ISAS) that have been built as pre-packaged, pre-configured solutions to support this kind of real world usage patterns Solid state disk drives are revolutionizing storage performance-they support much higher Input/Output Operations (IOPS) than traditional hard disk drives (HDDs). However, SSDs are also more expensive than HDDs. Over provisioning storage systems with SSDs in the hope of getting the best performance often results in huge storage cost increases. We find that, often a small fraction of SSDs will yield the majority of the performance gain possible for a given workload. The ideal price/performance point is reached by having a judicious mix of SSDs and HDDs. Doing this manually is quite www.ijacsa.thesai.org cumbersome and inefficient. IBM's Easy Tier can optimize the amount of SSD allocated. It dynamically moves data to SSD, based on hot spots detected. Further, Easy Tier can dynamically share the available SSDs across many workloads, efficiently allocating the SSDs to the hottest spots. Figure 7 shows just 13% blend of SSD to HDD achieves 171% performance gain and Figure 8 shows Easy Tier achieves 78% of the maximum SSD performance potential with a blend of just 13% SSD.
Automatic allocation of expensive SSD resources in an optimum way results in lowering overall storage costs. Automation also reduces labor costs. IBM offers a comprehensive suite of software products aimed at efficiently automating various data center tasks. Some examples are software that automatically provisions systems, software that synchronizes the start and stop of sequenced applications, software that automatically adjusts system resources available to workloads to meet varying demand etc. Automation not just reduces labor costs; it also improves the quality of service delivery. This is especially true as automating mundane repetitive tasks eliminates the risk of manual operations error [5] .
D. Improve IT Economics with Private Clouds and New
Service Delivery Models Cloud computing is poised to transform the service delivery model. At an abstract level, it is about delivering hosted services with some key distinguishing attributes:
Elastic Scaling:
Resources scale up and down by large factors as the demand changes.
Flexible Pricing:
Utility pricing, variable payments, pay-by-consumption and subscription models make pricing of IT services more flexible.
Ease of Use: End user often just needs a PC with
Internet access to request services, without IT skills or knowledge of the system.
Many businesses are moving to a Cloud Computing model. Line-of-business units within organizations are going to public cloud providers as their low cost, pay-per-use model is seen as more cost effective. Furthermore, faster provisioning of resources offered by them can enable users to respond with agility. In some cases, the public cloud model makes the most economic sense [5] .
There are three broad modes of delivery for cloud services: private, public, and hybrid. A private cloud is deployed and managed by an organization for its own internal use. The organization controls all aspects of cloud implementation, management, and governance. One of the most significant advantages of this approach is that data never leaves the control of its owner. This reduces the risk that an outside party will gain access to private or confidential data. Depending on the implementation and management details, private clouds may be more cost effective as well. For example, a business may have significant investment in servers that can be redeployed in the cloud, lowering the initial costs.
A public cloud is one that is managed by a third party that provides services to its customers. The primary advantage is low start-up costs on the part of customers and minimal management overhead, at least with respect to basic cloud services. Businesses will still need to manage their workloads, allocate chargeback, and so on. Choosing between public and private cloud implementations is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Hybrid clouds, or the combination of private and public implementations to run business services, have emerged as a third alternative. Consider the economic benefits. There may be a point, however, at which the benefit of adding servers to a private cloud is not sufficient to offset the costs of adding them. For example, the distribution of workloads may entail a number of peak periods where demand exceeds the capacity of the private cloud. These peaks may be regular short periods (for example, at the end of the month when accounts are closed and data warehouses and data marts are updated and many reports are generated) or they may be more unpredictable periods of high demand. The figure demonstrates the cost of adding and maintaining additional cloud resources eventually reaches a point where the costs outweigh the benefits. At this point, a hybrid cloud approach may be the most cost effective option.
In general, private clouds are a model for delivering IT services in a pay-as-you-go fashion similar to what public clouds can offer. The difference is that a private cloud is built from resources inside an organization and is typically hosted within the data center to be used by line of business and other end users within the organization. Workloads run on large scale virtualization platforms. This approach may significantly reduce hardware, software and labor costs. Users request services via a self-service portal and virtual machines are quickly provisioned. Labor costs may be significantly reduced via standardization and automation. Furthermore, users may be given tools to manage their applications on the virtual machines that are running their services and they only pay for what they consume [4] .
For example, IBM provides large scale virtualization environments in POWER7 and zEnterprise that are ideal to host private clouds. IBM provides software that manages the entire lifecycle of virtual servers-everything from self-service automated provisioning to metering and billing based on usage. IBM also offers industry specific Cloud Service Platforms. An example is the recently announced IBM Cloud Service Provider Platform, a comprehensive set of hardware, software and services to help providers rapidly deliver cloud computing on their own.
The zEnterprise system provides the broadest architectural support for building a private cloud. Different environments in zEnterprise may be used to run workloads without requiring a port or rewrite. Where there is an option, workloads may be best fit to an environment to run at the lowest cost per workload. A Fit-for-Purpose deployment strategy aims to assign a workload to the environment that best satisfies the particular requirements of that workload. For example, workloads with heavy IO demand may be best fit on Linux on z/VM on the z196 portion of zEnterprise. Workloads that have high CPU demand and that can exploit multithreading may be best fit on the POWER7 blades in the zBX. Large scale virtualization on z/VM drive down acquisition costs. The private data network as well as the private management network between the z196 and the zBX plus network access control mechanisms ensure a secure network environment. Managing this environment with zManager and with Integrated Service Management (ISM) software, resulting in reduced operational costs [5] .
I. CONCLUSION
We started with a question: How can IT better serve the business? There is no one simple answer to this question but it is clear that aligning development and operations processes driven by today's business and technological maturation has exposed new challenges. There are three main challenges when it comes to implementing a Business Intelligence solution: staying within budget, meeting the needs of the business, and efficiently maintaining the solution going forward. However, the approach discussed above to reduce the economics of IT and thereby improving the business has produced cost-effective solutions to maintain enterprise-wide workloads, integrate within the existing IT environment, and adapt to changing business needs. The graph below shows that if Business Intelligence is implemented in a Smarter Computing Environment can minimize costs and complexity by leveraging existing IT investments and increase IT productivity by reducing Application Development time, Total cost per workload, Server acquisition cost, Database cost, Power Consumption, New Application Development Time, Floor Space and thereby maximizing organizational effectiveness and helping the Business to grow in a Smarter way as the planet is becoming Smarter. 
II.
FUTURE SCOPE The system accuracy can be improved by adding Data Governance process in place in order to maintain data integrity and the quality of data being used across the enterprise, i.e., being able to control where the data comes from, who controls data values, consistent data types, etc. Having a tight process in place can also help ensure that business data is not exposed to unauthorized personnel, especially sensitive information that can be exploited. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
In the past, database administrators had exclusive access to the data and would provide canned reports to the business users. Now business users are being given greater access to data so that they can slice and dice the information and organize the data in a way that best meets their needs. Making your Data Governance processes more robust can not only allow for broader usage of your data to improve insight and decision making capabilities, but it will also help ensure that data quality is maintained in a safe and secure way and using Predictive Analytics to find patterns in historical and transactional data to identify opportunities and risks for the business has become increasingly sophisticated over the last few years [10] .
